
Our Summer Term topic is Our Favourite Authors

COMMUNICATION AND INTERACTION
We will be developing our communication skills in small group
work, and extending our vocabulary through experiencing and
naming  farm animals, zoo animals and different sports.

COGNITION AND LEARNING: English
Our reading and writing will focus on stories from some of
our favourite authors, Julia Donaldson (The Gruffalo and
others), Valerie Thomas (Winnie the Witch) and Michael
Rosen (Bear Hunt).  We will be making story maps and writing
our own stories, as well as  writing chronological reports of
our trips. We will also continue with our regular phonics (SRS)
and 1:1 reading activities.

COGNITION AND LEARNING: Maths
We will continue our “hands on” learning to support our
Individual Learning Outcomes for all aspects of Maths. We will
include some topic related activities for example counting toy
animals and sorting big and small, like the Smartest Giant. We
will do Sound Count - pupils will use musical instruments to
create patterns and count the beats. Pupils will continue using
our Multi Sensory Maths approaches such as Stern, Numicon,
Cuisenaire and Unifix.   We will also be using money in the
classroom in our Toast Shops and in real life situations.

PHYSICAL AND SENSORY: Art and DT
Our Art and DT work will be inspired by the books we are reading
and the activities we are taking part in.  We will be painting
fantasy scenes with witches and making sculptures of the animals
we have seen using salt dough, clay, modroc and paper mache.

PHYSICAL AND SENSORY: Music
We are very happy that we are now having face to face music
sessions with Rachel Cave again.  We will be outside but
undercover in case of rain.  The pupils will continue with
differentiated music groups with Rachel Cave who is a trained
SoundAbout teacher. Pupils will be developing their own sounds
and music using different instruments and their voices. These
sessions will take place on a Monday Afternoon.

For more information please go the John Watson website > Curriculum tab > KS2

PHYSICAL AND SENSORY: Science
Science will focus on sorting and naming different
animals, and labelling the different parts of their bodies
and ours. We will discuss what kind of food they eat and
where they live.  We will also  use Beebots and will dress
them up and make them follow our story maps.

PHYSICAL AND SENSORY: Physical Education
Pupils will learn to complete different gross motor and
agility skills. This will involve athletic based activities with
focus on movement over and through obstacles; jumping
skills will include 1 footed, 2 footed and alternating feet
jumps.  Throwing under arm and over arm will also be
taught .In all games activities, children have to think
about how they use skills, strategies and tactics in
everyday situations. Pupils will also practise for the annual
Sports afternoon.

SOCIAL , EMOTIONAL, MENTAL HEALTH

AND INDEPENDENCE
We continue with our Circle Times to learn about our
emotions and how to manage them.  We will also practise
our independence skills by walking to the playground and
going to the chip shop, and learning how to use the
School minibus.  We will remind ourselves about
protective behaviours in the classroom and will practise
using these during our trip to the Wildlife Park.


